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Civil Engineer's Reference Book, Fourth Edition
provides civil engineers with reports on design and
construction practices in the UK and overseas. It
gives a concise presentation of theory and practice
in the many branches of a civil engineer's profession
and it enables them to study a subject in greater
depth. The book discusses some improvements in
earlier practices, for example in surveying,
geotechnics, water management, project
management, underwater working, and the control
and use of materials. Other changes covered are
from the evolving needs of clients for almost all
forms of construction, maintenance and repair.
Another major change is the introduction of new
national and Euro-codes based on limit state design,
covering most aspects of structural engineering. The
fourth edition incorporates these advances and, at
the same time, gives greater prominence to the
special problems relating to work overseas, with
differing client requirements and climatic conditions.
Chapters 1 to 10 provide engineers, at all levels of
development, with 'lecture notes' on the basic
theories of civil engineering. Chapters 11 to 44 cover
the practice of design and construction in many of
the fields of civil engineering. Civil engineers,
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architects, lawyers, mechanical engineers, insurers,
clients, and students of civil engineering will find
benefit in the use of this text.
Discusses the mechanical advantages of Jeeps,
Land Rovers, and other rigs and describes optional
equipment, driving techniques, and on-the-road
repair procedures
?ABOUT THE BOOK: The earlier fifth editions of the
book have received immensely encouraging
response from the students as well as the teachers.
This has enabled bringing out of the sixth edition of
the book so soon. While the main objectives of the
fifth edition are identical with those of the fourth
edition, the book has been thoroughly revised and
several new articles have been added. The subject
matter has been presented in a simple language.
The basic principles involved in the design of various
irrigation works have been thoroughly explained. The
book covers the complete syllabus of this subject for
the students studying at first degree course of the
various Indian universities. Some advanced topics
included in the book will be useful for the students
studying at the post graduate level. The book will be
quite useful for the various competitive examinations
such as Engineering services and ICS examinations
and it will be equally suitable for the students
preparing for AMIE examinations.
?RECOMMENDATIONS: [S.I. UNITS] (A textbook
for all Engineering Branches, Competitive
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Examination, ICS, and AMIE Examinations)
?ABOUT THE AUTHOR: B.E., M.E., Ph.D. Former
Professor of Civil Engineering, M.R. Engineering
College, (Now M.N.I.T.), Jaipur. ?BOOK DETAILS:
ISBN: 978-81-87401-29-0 Pages: 1214 + 18
Paperback Edition: 11th, Year - 2020 Size(cms):
L-24.2, B-18.3, H-5.2 ?For more Offers visit our
Website: www.standardbookhouse.com
This textbook focuses specifically on the combined
topics of irrigation and drainage engineering. It
emphasizes both basic concepts and practical
applications of the latest technologies available. The
design of irrigation, pumping, and drainage systems
using Excel and Visual Basic for Applications
programs are explained for both graduate and
undergraduate students and practicing engineers.
The book emphasizes environmental protection,
economics, and engineering design processes. It
includes detailed chapters on irrigation economics,
soils, reference evapotranspiration, crop
evapotranspiration, pipe flow, pumps, open-channel
flow, groundwater, center pivots, turf and landscape,
drip, orchards, wheel lines, hand lines, surfaces,
greenhouse hydroponics, soil water movement,
drainage systems design, drainage and wetlands
contaminant fate and transport. It contains
summaries, homework problems, and color photos.
The book draws from the fields of fluid mechanics,
soil physics, hydrology, soil chemistry, economics,
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and plant sciences to present a broad
interdisciplinary view of the fundamental concepts in
irrigation and drainage systems design.
Of all the confrontations man has engineered with
nature, irrigation systems have had the most
widespread and far-reaching impact on the natural
environment. Over a quarter of a billion hectares of
the planet are irrigated and entire countries depend
on irrigation for their survival and existence.
Considering the importance of irrigation schemes, it
is unfortunate that until recently the technology and
principles of design applied to their construction has
hardly changed in 4,000 years. Modern thinking on
irrigation engineering has benefited from a crossfertilization of ideas from many other fields including
social sciences, control theory, political economics
and agriculture. However, these influences have
been largely ignored by irrigation engineers. Drawing
on almost 40 years of experience of irrigation in the
developing world, Laycock introduces new ideas on
the design of irrigation systems and combines
important issues from the disciplines of social
conflict, management, and political thinking.
The First Edition of this treatise on Irrigation
Engineering duly subsidised by national Book
trust,Government of India,published in 1984.was
highly acclaimed by the engineering teachers and
taughts and its revised edition appeared in 1990.The
dynamism inherent in the subject necessitated
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drastic changes in the text,prompted by
theoverwhelming response of irrigation and
agriculture engineering students and practising
engineers in the country and abroad duly patronised
by the publications,Shri Ravindra Kumar
Gupta,Managing Director,S.Chand & Company
Ltd.,New Delhi
Water is a limited natural resource indispensable for
human existence. Water resources exist in the form
of glaciers, oceans, rainwater, groundwater, and
surface water. Uncontrolled population growth,
urbanization, and inefficient management of natural
resources have hastened the pace and impact of
climate change. Floods and droughts related to
climate change occur more frequently, destructing
the livelihood of people and disrupting the fragile
ecosystem. The need for conservation of available
water resources and devising strategies for resource
management is very relevant in the current scenario
and this book deals precisely with water resources
and their management. It provides abundant and
relevant information on all aspects related to water
resources, including the need for conservation, water
management strategies in different parts of the
world, the impact of climate change on water
management, pollution of water resources and
treatment, and so forth. The book will motivate
readers and scientists alike to look further and make
concerted efforts towards promoting the preservation
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and conservation of water resources.
Irrigation Engineering and Hydraulic Structures
comprehensively deals with all aspects of Irrigation
in India, soil moisture and different types of irrigation
systems including but not limited to Sprinkler,
Tubewell, Canal and Micro-Irrigation. The book also
focuses on Engineering Hydrology, Dams, Water
Power Engineering as well as Irrigation Water
Management. Special care has been taken to
highlight the principles, practices and design
procedures that have been widely recommended as
well as suggest improvements in the application of
existing methods and adoption of latest techniques
used in other parts of the world.
This book comprises the papers of the International
Conference on Hydraulics of Dams and Rivers
Structures, held in Tehran, 26-28 April 2004. The
topics covered include air-water flows, intakes and
outlets, hydrodynamic forces, energy dissipators,
stepped spillways, scouring and sedimentation
around structures, numerical approaches in river
hydrodynamics, river response to hydraulic
structures and hydroinformatic applications. This
proceedings provides professionals and researchers
with news of interdisciplinary research findings,
considering future development of the sector in its
many and various applications.
This book provides a comprehensive description of
the analysis and design process of some hydraulic
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concrete structures designed to retain and contain
aqueous liquid. The first edition discussed six types
of structures of different functions, namely: (a) An
underground sedimentation tank for sewage
treatment.(b) An underground digestion tank for
sludge treatment.(c) An underground reservoir to
store fresh potable water.(d) An immersed highway
tunnel under the river bed.(e) An indoor swimming
pool of rectangular shape for public recreation.(f) A
gravity dam across a valley for converting the valley
into a fresh water reservoir. This Second Edition
incorporates another type of hydraulic structure,
namely spillway. The spillway structure plays a vital
role in regulating the designed reservoir water level
to meet the fluctuating demand of water supply for
the generation of hydroelectricity, irrigation and
water supply purposes in controlling the height of
reservoir water level downstream of the river. The
spillway structure subjected to seismic hydrodynamic
pressure in addition to the hydrostatic pressure, has
been analysed and designed in full compliance with
Eurocodes EC 2: Part 1–1 and Part 3 as waterretaining structure. The other six structures have
been analysed and designed with reference to the
relevant clauses of codes of practice prescribed in
Eurocodes 2 and BS 8007 and BS 8110. The book is
designed to serve as a useful practical guide and a
valuable reference for senior undergraduate
students of civil engineering and postgraduate
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students specializing in structural design, as well as
practising and consulting engineers involved in the
design and execution of hydraulic concrete
structures.
Recent advances in technology have permitted the
construction of large dams, reservoirs and channels.
This progress has necessitated the development of new
design and construction techniques, particularly with the
provision of adequate flood release facilities. Chutes and
spillways are designed to spill large water discharges
over a hydraulic struc
Hydraulics has a reputation for being a complex, even
intimidating, discipline. Put simply, hydraulics is the study
of how water and similar fluids behave and can be
harnessed for practical use. It is one of the fundamental
scientific and engineering subjects and many professions
demand a working knowledge of its basic concepts, yet
most hydraulics textbooks are aimed at readers with a
strong engineering or mathematical background.
Practical Hydraulics approaches the subject from basic
principles and demonstrates how these are applied in
practice. It is clearly written and includes many
illustrations and examples. It will appeal to a wide range
of professionals and students needing an introduction to
the subject, from farmers irrigating crops to fire crews
putting out fires with high-pressure water hoses.
However hydraulics is not just about water. Many other
fluids behave in the same way and so affect a wide
range of people from doctors, needing to know how
blood flows in veins, to car designers, wanting to save
fuel by reducing drag.
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This book discusses in detail the planning, design,
construction and management of hydraulic structures,
covering dams, spillways, tunnels, cut slopes, sluices,
water intake and measuring works, ship locks and lifts,
as well as fish ways. Particular attention is paid to
considerations concerning the environment, hydrology,
geology and materials etc. in the planning and design of
hydraulic projects. It also considers the type selection,
profile configuration, stress/stability calibration and
engineering countermeasures, flood releasing
arrangements and scouring protection, operation and
maintenance etc. for a variety of specific hydraulic
structures. The book is primarily intended for engineers,
undergraduate and graduate students in the field of civil
and hydraulic engineering who are faced with the
challenges of extending our understanding of hydraulic
structures ranging from traditional to groundbreaking, as
well as designing, constructing and managing safe,
durable hydraulic structures that are economical and
environmentally friendly.
The Book Elementary Irrigation Engineering Has Been
Written To Meet The Needs Of Diploma Students Of Civil
Engineering For Their Course In Irrigation Engineering. It
Deals With The Basics Of Major Topics Related To
Irrigation Engineering.The First Chapter Introduces
Irrigation, Its Development In India, And Different
Irrigation Methods. Hydrological Aspects Of Irrigation
Engineering Have Been Introduced In Chapter 2. SoilWater-Plant Relationships And Water Requirement Of
Crops Have Been Dealt With In Chapter 3.Well Irrigation
Has Been Described In Chapter 4. Different Aspects Of
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Canal Irrigation Have Been Discussed In Chapters 5 And
6. Basic Features Of Planning And Design Of Major
Canal Structures (Such As Canal Regulation And CrossDrainage Structures, And Canal Head Works) Have
Been Described In Chapters 7, 8, And 10. Chapter 9
Deals With River Training Methods, While Chapter 11
Deals With Basic Aspects Of Major Hydraulic Structures
Such As Dams, Reservoirs, And Spillways.
Hydraulic engineering of dams and their appurtenant
structures counts among the essential tasks to
successfully design safe water-retaining reservoirs for
hydroelectric power generation, flood retention, and
irrigation and water supply demands. In view of climate
change, especially dams and reservoirs, among other
water infrastructure, will and have to play an even more
important role than in the past as part of necessary
mitigation and adaptation measures to satisfy vital needs
in water supply, renewable energy and food worldwide
as expressed in the Sustainable Development Goals of
the United Nations. This book deals with the major
hydraulic aspects of dam engineering considering recent
developments in research and construction, namely
overflow, conveyance and dissipations structures of
spillways, river diversion facilities during construction,
bottom and low-level outlets as well as intake structures.
Furthermore, the book covers reservoir sedimentation,
impulse waves and dambreak waves, which are relevant
topics in view of sustainable and safe operation of
reservoirs. The book is richly illustrated with
photographs, highlighting the various appurtenant
structures of dams addressed in the book chapters, as
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well as figures and diagrams showing important relations
among the governing parameters of a certain
phenomenon. An extensive literature review along with
an updated bibliography complete this book.
Irrigation Engineering And Hydraulic StructuresIrrigation
Engineering and Hydraulic StructuresS. Chand
Publishing
Now includes Worked Examples for lectutrers in a
companion pdf! The fourth edition of this volume
presents design principles and practical guidance for key
hydraulic structures. Fully revised and updated, this new
edition contains enhanced texts and sections on:
environmental issues and the World Commission on
Dams partially saturated soils, small amenity dams,
tailing dams, upstream dam face protection and the
rehabilitation of embankment dams RCC dams and the
upgrading of masonry and concrete dams flow over
stepped spillways and scour in plunge pools cavitation,
aeration and vibration of gates risk analysis and
contingency planning in dam safety small hydroelectric
power development and tidal and wave power wave
statistics, pipeline stability, wave–structure interaction
and coastal modelling computational models in hydraulic
engineering. The book's key topics are explored in two
parts - dam engineering and other hydraulic structures –
and the text concludes with a chapter on models in
hydraulic engineering. Worked numerical examples
supplement the main text and extensive lists of
references conclude each chapter. Hydraulic Structures
provides advanced students with a solid foundation in
the subject and is a useful reference source for
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researchers, designers and other professionals.
This classic text, now in its sixth edition, combines a
thorough coverage of the basic principles of civil
engineering hydraulics with a wide-ranging treatment of
practical, real-world applications. It now includes a
powerful online resource with worked solutions for
chapter problems and solution spreadsheets for more
complex problems that may be used as templates for
similar issues. Hydraulics in Civil and Environmental
Engineering is structured into two parts to deal with
principles and more advanced topics. The first part
focuses on fundamentals, such as hydrostatics,
hydrodynamics, pipe and open channel flow, wave
theory, physical modelling, hydrology and sediment
transport. The second part illustrates engineering
applications of these principles to pipeline system
design, hydraulic structures, river and coastal
engineering, including up-to-date environmental
implications, as well as a chapter on computational
modelling, illustrating the application of computational
simulation techniques to modern design, in a variety of
contexts. New material and additional problems for
solution have been added to the chapters on
hydrostatics, pipe flow and dimensional analysis. The
hydrology chapter has been revised to reflect updated
UK flood estimation methods, data and software. The
recommendations regarding the assessment of
uncertainty, climate change predictions, impacts and
adaptation measures have been updated, as has the
guidance on the application of computational simulation
techniques to river flood modelling. Andrew Chadwick is
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an honorary professor of coastal engineering and the
former associate director of the Marine Institute at the
University of Plymouth, UK. John Morfett was the head
of hydraulics research and taught at the University of
Brighton, UK. Martin Borthwick is a consultant
hydrologist, formerly a flood hydrology advisor at the
UK’s Environment Agency, and previously an associate
professor at the University of Plymouth, UK.
The Book Irrigation And Water Resources Engineering
Deals With The Fundamental And General Aspects Of
Irrigation And Water Resources Engineering And
Includes Recent Developments In Hydraulic Engineering
Related To Irrigation And Water Resources Engineering.
Significant Inclusions In The Book Are A Chapter On
Management (Including Operation, Maintenance, And
Evaluation) Of Canal Irrigation In India, Detailed
Environmental Aspects For Water Resource Projects, A
Note On Interlinking Of Rivers In India, And Design
Problems Of Hydraulic Structures Such As Guide Bunds,
Settling Basins Etc.The First Chapter Of The Book
Introduces Irrigation And Deals With The Need,
Development And Environmental Aspects Of Irrigation In
India. The Second Chapter On Hydrology Deals With
Different Aspects Of Surface Water Resource. SoilWater Relationships Have Been Dealt With In Chapter 3.
Aspects Related To Ground Water Resource Have Been
Discussed In Chapter 4. Canal Irrigation And Its
Management Aspects Form The Subject Matter Of
Chapters 5 And 6. Behaviour Of Alluvial Channels And
Design Of Stable Channels Have Been Included In
Chapters 7 And 8, Respectively. Concepts Of Surface
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And Subsurface Flows, As Applicable To Hydraulic
Structures, Have Been Introduced In Chapter 9. Different
Types Of Canal Structures Have Been Discussed In
Chapters 10, 11, And 13. Chapter 12 Has Been Devoted
To Rivers And River Training Methods. After Introducing
Planning Aspects Of Water Resource Projects In
Chapter 14, Embankment Dams, Gravity Dams And
Spillways Have Been Dealt With, Respectively, In
Chapters 15, 16 And 17.The Students Would Find
Solved Examples (Including Design Problems) In The
Text, And Unsolved Exercises And The List Of
References Given At The End Of Each Chapter Useful.
Transitions are provided in hydraulic structures for
economy and efficiency. This book covers all types of
flow transitions: sub-critical to sub-critical, sub-critical to
super critical, super-critical to sub-critical with hydraulic
jump, and super-critical to super-critical transitions. It
begins with an introduction followed by characteristics of
flow in different types of transitions and procedures for
hydraulic design of transitions in different structures.
Different types of appurtenances used to control flow
separation and ensure uniform flow at exit of transition
and diffusers are included. Examples of hydraulic design
of a few typical hydraulic structures are given as well.
This thorough update of a well-established textbook covers a
core subject taught on every civil engineering course. Now
expanded to cover environmental hydraulics and engineering
hydrology, it has been revised to reflect current practice and
course requirements. As previous editions, it includes
substantial worked example sections with an on-line solution
manual. A strength of the book has always been in its
presentation these exercises which has distinguished it from
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other books on hydraulics, by enabling students to test their
understanding of the theory and of the methods of analysis
and design. Civil Engineering Hydraulics provides a succinct
introduction to the theory of civil engineering hydraulics,
together with a large number of worked examples and
exercise problems with answers. Each chapter includes a
worked example section with solutions; a list of recommended
reading; and exercise problems with answers to enable
students to assess their understanding. The book will be
invaluable throughout a student's entire course – but
particularly for first and second year study, and will also be
welcomed by practising engineers as a concise reference.
One of the core areas of study in civil engineering concerns
water that encompasses fluid mechanics, hydraulics and
hydrology. Fluid mechanics provide the mathematical and
scientific basis for hydraulics and hydrology that also have
added empirical and practical contents. The knowledge
contained in these three subjects is necessary for the optimal
and equitable management of this precious resource that is
not always available when and where it is needed, sometimes
with conflicting demands. The objective of Fluid Mechanics,
Hydraulics, Hydrology and Water Resources for Civil
Engineers is to assimilate these core study areas into a single
source of knowledge. The contents highlight the theory and
applications supplemented with worked examples and also
include comprehensive references for follow-up studies. The
primary readership is civil engineering students who would
normally go through these core subject areas sequentially
spread over the duration of their studies. It is also a reference
for practicing civil engineers in the water sector to refresh and
update their skills.
Market_Desc: For the undergraduate students of civil
engineering at major Indian universities and engineering
colleges. The text is also useful to the experts and
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professionals in the field of irrigation and agriculture. Special
Features: · Presents neatly-drawn drawings of dams,
spillways, canals and cross-drainage works, not provided with
any other book.· Explains all aspects of soil moisture,
irrigation systems, tanks, dams and canal river systems,
water rights and environmental aspects.· Discusses live case
studies of major dams (the Tehri Dam, the Almatti Dam) for
easy understanding of some important concepts.· Explains all
topics with solved examples and neatly-drawn sketches.·
Uses the SI units throughout the book.· Supplies chapter-end
problems and objective questions for self assessments. About
The Book: Irrigation Engineering is designed for the
undergraduate students of civil engineering at major Indian
universities and engineering colleges. The text is also useful
to the experts and professionals in the field of irrigation and
agriculture. The content is divided into two parts: Part A and
Part B. Part A contain 21 chapters. In this part, the author has
discussed various irrigation systems usually adopted in
different agro-climatic regions in India. With neatly-drawn
sketches, the design of irrigation structures for storage,
diversion, distribution and control are illustrated with examoriented worked-out examples. Part B of the book comprises
27 irrigation/hydraulic structures (called plates), presenting
sketches with usual three-views to scale of dams, spillways,
canals and cross-drainage works. These sketches are
furnished with all details and dimensions (workable drawings)
with lucid and complete designs.
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